
Bielany   Rope   Park Regulations  
1. The Park pathways may be explored by aged persons or, on base on written approval   form 

(declaration) of parents or legal trustee, by under-age persons. Declaration template forms 
accessible in Customer Service of the Park.

2. Entering into the Rope Park is under own responsibility.
3. Under age persons (under 12 years old) and persons under 130 cm height may enter the 

over ground pathways only under parental (or legal trustee) control and may walk through 
only the pathways dedicated the kids.

4. The adult pathways may be entered only by persons over 150 cm height. 
5. Rope Park may only be entered upon consideration of its Regulations, obligatory instruction 

on  security  rules  associated  with  the  amusement  and  contribution  of  the  access 
disbursement.

6. Persons under alcohol (or other drugs) cannot in any way enter the Rope Park attractions.
7. Persons entering  the  Rope  Park  need to sign-off  the  declaration  received  together  with 

access ticket to the Park.
8. The first platform of the Rope Park may only be entered under the presence of the Park 

coach.
9. Persons suffer heart or other life and health-threatening diseases after physical effort shall 

not enter the Park pathways in any way.
10. The adult pathway requires better conditional training.
11. The Rope Park crew is not in material charge of any of unguarded thing left at the Park.

12. Security rules in the Rope Park  
a) persons entering the Rope Park need to receive from the Park crew the safety equipment 

and device against the fall from the height, 
b) only the Park crew employee may support in dressing-on the safety equipment,
c) any correction of the safety equipment after getting it on isn’t permissible,
d) the safety equipment set contains of the gear, security line with carbines, pulley with 

carbine and headdress (helmet), 
e) persons wearing eyeglasses or jewellery are requested to protect them in appropriate 

mode to avoid health or life-threatening events,
f) sharp  objects  i.e.  knifes  or  other  that  could  be  left  during  walk-through  the  Park 

installations shall be deposited at the safe place indicated by the Park crew,
g) security line carbines shall be stuck their locks in two contrary directions,
h) each fastening of the carbine shall  be checked whether the lock was locked properly 

(view control),
i) during walk-through the Rope Park installations the security line shall  always be held 

between the hands of the walker,
j) getting approached the following platform the carbines shall be fasten-on to the security 

line one by one,
k) only two persons in maximum may stand on the platform at the same time,
l) only one carbine might be in use during fastening-on,
m) a noose of a steel line tied around the pole may also be used for fastening, 
n) during fastening-on to the noose of the tree observe whether the carbine is locked in the 

lock-side-out (to the tree),
o) prior to enter the following setback check correctness of the fastening of the carbines,



p) prior to descent on the line, fasten the first carbine to the noose tied around the tree 
and then fasten the second carbine to the steel line and next unscrew the pulley line and 
fasten the pulley into the line; afterwards fasten-off  the carbine from the noose tied 
around the tree and fasten-on to the descent line in the lock-side-out to the first carbine,

q) as a first on the descent line shall  be the descent pulley (it symbolizes a yellow tape 
affixed to the descent line) and then the line carbines (symbolizes them a red  tape  
affixed to the each descent line),

r) during descent on the pulley take only the pulley line and do not put the hand on the 
steel line (risk of injury), 

s) getting approached the second side of the descent arrive the feet on the mattress about 
50 cm over the platform and catch the lines ahead of the pulley (to avoid going  back) 
and then stand up, 
Attention: do not pull the hands on to the mattress in the final phase of the descent!

t) in particular do not initiate the descent prior to forerunner left the platform,  otherwise 
it may cause serious collision and injury!

u) getting  completed  the  descent,  following  sequence  of  re-fastening  of  the  security 
equipment allows: re-fasten the first carbine and fasten it into the noose tied around the 
tree then re-fasten the pulley and fasten it into the handle on the side of the gear and in 
the end re-fasted the carbine still connected to the descent line and fasten it into the 
continued line,

v) in case of weakening call the Park crew to be safely brought down on the ground level,
w) during walk-through keep the calm and do not jump throughout the installations of the 

Rope Park,
x) unconditionally follow the commands given by the Park crew,
y) persons  enjoying  the  Rope  Park  shall  not  jeopardize  themselves  or  other  by  their 

behavior both on the ground level and in the air,
z) persons enjoying the Rope Park shall not disturb the Park crew in their job,
aa) infringement any point of the Regulations may cause immediate exclusion from the Park,
ab) attention: the Park is under monitoring.

The Park Manager


